What are you thinking! You are literally destroying society and begging for a civil war on America grounds by allowing this Bill to pass! Our police officers are Hero’s. Maybe not all but that goes for government officials as well making poor decisions for this State! You think having stricter gun laws because guns kill people!!! People kill people! Now with passing this bill you will see law enforcement leave this state, quit or not to be able to protect people and themselves! It’s mind blowing! You can not have your cake and eat it too!

It is Not government officials sitting behind their comfy desk running towards gun fire to help innocent people, it’s not government officials running towards burning buildings. You are now asking civilians to police themselves which is going to spiral out of control! There will be no one to call for help! If you pass this bill and everyone who votes to pass it has No right to ever call for Police help when they need it!

I do Not support this, Nor does any officer of the law you are making this decision for!

Gesine Kuczynski
Colchester
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